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Knew Too Much: 

0 of 0 review helpful Great Detective Stories Fun and Enjoyable By Instructor Too G K Chesterton was one of Britain 
s most popular writers and for good reason he was well versed in the use of the English language he was full of 
insights and brilliant reflections on life and people and he was down to earth and not pedantic It is obvious that he 
enjoyed writing as his writing is so enjoyable Chesterton wrote many serie Modern intelligence won t accept anything 
on authority But it will accept anything without authority That s exactly what has happened here mdash Horne Fisher 
The Man Who Knew Too Much by G K Chesterton From the creator of the Father Brown mysteries come eight short 
stories that trace the activities of Horne Fisher the man who knew too much and his trusted friend political journalist 
Harold March Horne is a socia 
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